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Further information on the EELA-2 project, including the possibility to download the software developed, is available at the project’s web site at http://www.eu-eela.eu/

Grid Gateway Grid Gateway Grid GatewayThe interoperation with arbitration based on the 
NoF policy has been implemented in the context 
of the EELA-2 project and it is currently in produc-
tion. The gateway that links the two grids uses the 
3G-bridge technology proposed in the context of 
the EDGeS project. We have developed an inden-
pendet Java implementation of a 3G-bridge and 
plug-ins for two grid middleware: gLite and Our-
Grid, that support, respectively, the service  and 
the opportunistic parts of the EELA-2 infrastructure. 
For a more detailed explanation of the implemen-
tation we invite you to attend a demonstration of 
the system that is part of the demo session of the 
EGEE’09 Conference; alternatively, refer to the 
technical report available at 
http://fubica.lsd.ufcg.edu.br/publications/ourgrid.htm 
(Incentive Mechanism section).

The implementation: a 3G-bridge that leverages on OurGrid’s native incentive mechanism
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No interoperation: Baseline One-way interoperation: Service 
Grid exploiting Opportunistic Grid

One-way interoperation: Oppor-
tunistic Grid exploiting Service 

Full interoperability: Without 
arbitration

Full interoperability: With 
arbitrationThe evidences: sensible prioritisation policy is a must!

The investigation: simulating the interoperation of a service and an opportunistic grid

The simulation model represents two grid systems that can operate both separatedly and in co-operation. When the two grids interoperate, then jobs are submitted 
from one grid to the other through one or more gateways. Each grid has its own workload. The workload of the service grid is formed by both MPI and sequential 
jobs, while the workload of the opportunistic grid is formed only by sequential jobs submitted as bag-of-tasks. The service grid uses a central workload manager 
system (WMS) to submit jobs to the least loaded cluster. In each cluster, jobs are scheduled following an FCFS policy. In the opportunistic grid jobs are managed by 
the scheduler running on the site it has been submitted. The allocation of resources follows the Network of Favours (NoF) policy, proposed in the context of the Our-the scheduler running on the site it has been submitted. The allocation of resources follows the Network of Favours (NoF) policy, proposed in the context of the Our-
Grid project (http://www.ourgrid.org/). Jobs from the service grid that run on the opportunistic grid may be preempted by jobs of the opportunistic grid, following 
the NoF policy. On the contrary, when there is no arbitration, the jobs from the opportunistic grid, once scheduled to run in resources of the service grid, are never 
preempted. Arbitration on the utilization of the service grid resources by jobs originated from the opportunistic grid is implemented by enabling the gateway used 
to exchange jobs to apply the NoF policy.

At first sight, one may argue that if both infrastructures are either under-provisioned or over-provisioned, then there is little interest to interoperate. Similarly, when 
one system is under-provisioned and the other is over-provisioned, then the benefits of interoperation will only be  seen by one of the systems. Again, at least for one 
of the systems, there is no interest for interoperation. However, grid workloads are usually highly variable in time, with periods of high load when all resources are 
busy and some jobs may need to be queued waiting for available resources and periods of lower load when some of the resources sit idle. Thus, if we consider the 
workloadworkload of two independent grid systems, it is very likely that, over the time, all previously mentioned situations will arise, and interoperation may be highly benefi-
cial for both systems, provided that suitable sharing policies are in place.

The motivation: why two grid infrastructures should interoperate?


